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Abstract—Recently proposed Dynamic Z* heuristic search
algorithm enables mobile robots navigating on uneven terrains
to replan energy-efficient paths using previous search results
whenever an obstacle is encountered. This paper proposes some
vital improvements to Dynamic Z* by optimizing the use of
previous search results in replanning. Simulation results show
that the proposed improvements can significantly reduce the
computational cost of replanning in Dynamic Z* while producing
equally energy-efficient paths.
Index Terms—Mobile robot, path planning, replanning,
energy-efficient, uneven terrain.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robots have been commonly utilized in outdoor en-
vironments where they have to navigate on uneven terrains to
complete their operations [1]–[3]. Once their current and target
locations are determined, efficient algorithms for path planning
and motion control are needed to yield a successful navigation.
Shortest paths have been popular in mobile robotics appli-
cations since they often enable robots to reach their targets
quickly [4]–[6]. However, shortest paths on uneven terrains
can be energy inefficient for mobile robots. Some of them can
even be unrealizable due to physical constraints such as motion
power limitations of the robots and their instability on steep
slops. Therefore, growing attentions have been devoted for
finding physically feasible energy-efficient paths for mobile
robots. One may refer to [7] for a recent review on such
methods.
Using the energy-cost model introduced in [8], Ganganath
et al. proposed a heuristic function to calculate the heuristic
energy-cost between two given locations on an uneven terrain
[9]. The proposed heuristic function uses zig-zag like virtual
path segments to generate finite heuristic energy-costs on
steep hills. With the proven admissibility and consistency of
the proposed heuristic energy-cost function, they introduced
Z* heuristic search algorithm [7] which can provide energy-
optimal paths on gird-based elevation maps. Interestingly, the
resultant paths of Z* on steep hills consist of zigzag-like path
segments which can be realized under physical constraints of
robots. Even though Z* is capable of finding physically feasi-
ble energy-efficient paths on uneven terrains, it needs to have
complete information about the terrains including obstacle
locations in order to provide such paths. Unfortunately, most
real-world outdoor environments are highly unpredictable and
obstacle locations can change with time. Initial paths generated
by Z* cannot be realizable if obstacles coincide with those
paths afterwards.
As a solution for energy-efficient path planning problems in
dynamic outdoor environments, Dynamic Z* heuristic search
algorithm was proposed in [10]. In contrast to Z*, Dynamic
Z* plans its initial paths from goal nodes to start nodes. If
the robot detects an obstacle on its current path, it replans its
path using previous search results. In [10], it was shown that
Dynamic Z* can be much faster in replanning in compared
with Z*. We have recently discovered that the computational
efficiency of Dynamic Z* algorithm can be further improved
by optimizing the use of previous search results in replan-
ning. Hence, this paper proposes an improved Dynamic Z*
algorithm which is capable of rapid replanning of physically
feasible energy-efficient paths for mobile robots navigating on
uneven terrains.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
revisits some background materials on energy-efficient path
planning using grid-based elevation maps. The proposed im-
provements to Dynamic Z* are explained in Section III. Simu-
lation results of Dynamic Z* with the proposed improvements
are presented and compared with its predecessor in Section IV.
Some concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
Uneven terrain surfaces can be represented by grid-based
elevation maps for computational purposes [7], [11]. In
energy-efficient path planning, such maps are transformed into
weighted graphs whose nodes represent physical locations on
the terrain surfaces and edge costs represent energy-costs of
traversing between nodes [7]. Let nc and nn be the nodes
representing an arbitrary node and its neighboring node, re-
spectively. In this work, we consider graphs with 8-connected
neighborhoods. The energy-cost of a mobile robot with mass
m traveling from nc to nn under gravitational force strength
g and friction coefficient µ is given by
k(nc, nn) =


∞, if φ(nc, nn) > φm
mgs(nc, nn)(µ cosφ (nc, nn) + sinφ(nc, nn)),
if φm ≥ φ(nc, nn) > φb
0, otherwise,
(1)
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where s(nc, nn) and φ(nc, nn) are Euclidean distance and
elevation angle between nc and nn, respectively [7]. Here,
φm and φb denote critical impermissible and critical breaking
angles, respectively.
Let ns and ng be the nodes representing start and goal
locations of a robot, respectively. The energy-cost of traversing
from ns to ng via nc is defined as f(nc) = g(ns, nc) +
h(nc, ng). Here, g(ns, nc) is the energy-cost of traveling from
ns to nc which can be calculated using (1) for each interme-
diate path segments. The heuristic energy-cost is defined by
h(nc, ng) =


mg∆(nc,ng)
sinφm
(µ cosφm+sinφm),
if φ(nc, ng) > φm
mgs(nc, ng)(µ cosφ(nc, ng) + sinφ(nc, ng)),
if φm ≥ φ(nc, ng) > φb
0, otherwise,
where ∆(nc, ng) is the elevation of ng with respect to nc [7].
Z* finds energy-efficient paths on elevation maps based on the
search procedure introduced by Hart et al. [12]. It starts from
ns and tries to minimize f(nc) in each iteration on its way to
ng. The iterative procedure is terminated when nc = ng.
In contrast, the search procedure of Dynamic Z* is directed
from ng to the current robot location nr. However, energy-costs
are calculated in the same direction as Z* does. In the initial
planning, Dynamic Z* assumes that all nodes with unknown
traversability status are traversable. It manages two sets of
nodes, namely OPEN set and CLOSED set, to keep track of
its search history. Dynamic Z* starts by initializing OPEN set
to ng and CLOSED set to an empty set. In each iteration, a
node in OPEN set with minimum f -cost, say nc, is removed
from OPEN set and added to CLOSED set. Then f -cost of all
neighbors of nc are calculated and added to OPEN set. The
initial planning completes when nc = nr. After that the robot
starts following that path to reach ng. However, if the robot
encounters an obstacle on its current path, Dynamic Z* replans
another energy-efficient path to ng using its previous search
results.
While replanning, Dynamic Z* first removes all nodes from
CLOSED set, whose f -costs are greater than or equal to the
obstructed node. Then all the leaf nodes in the remaining
search tree are moved to OPEN set and their f -costs are
updated according to the current robot location. However,
this method of redefining OPEN and CLOSED sets discards
some useful search results from the previous planning which
ultimately results in degrading the computational efficiency of
Dynamic Z*.
III. PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS TO DYNAMIC Z*
Once a path is obstructed, the branch that is extending from
the obstructed node of the previous search tree becomes in-
valid. Based on this hypothesis, we propose a novel method for
rearranging OPEN and CLOSED sets for replanning of energy-
efficient paths. The improved version is based on Dynamic Z*
algorithm proposed in [10] with a modified REFRESH SETS
function to introduce a better management of previous search
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of REFRESH SETS function
1: function REFRESH SETS()
2: CLOSED ← CLOSED \ {previous[nr]}
3: TEMP ← {previous[nr]}
4: while TEMP 6= ∅ do
5: n ∈ TEMP
6: for ∀nn ∈ {neighbor[n]} do
7: if previous[nn] == n then
8: if nn ∈ OPEN then
9: OPEN ← OPEN \ {nn}
10: else if nn ∈ CLOSED then
11: CLOSED ← CLOSED \ {nn}
12: end if
13: TEMP ← TEMP ∪ {nn}
14: else if previous[nn] 6= n and nn ∈ CLOSED then
15: CLOSED ← CLOSED \ {nn}
16: OPEN ← OPEN ∪ {nn}
17: end if
18: end for
19: TEMP ← TEMP \ {n}
20: end while
21: for ∀n ∈ OPEN do
22: f [n] ← g[n] + h(nr, n)
23: end for
24: end function
results. Replanning techniques used in shortest path planning
cannot be directly applied to energy-efficient path planning
because the heuristics are not backward consistent [13].
The modified REFRESH SETS function is given in Algo-
rithm 1. It starts by removing the obstructed node from the
CLOSED set {2}. (Numbers in the curly braces refer to line
numbers in Algorithm 1.) That node is then used to initialize
a new set called TEMP set {3}. The objective of using TEMP
set is to track all nodes who have the obstructed node as an
ancestor in the search tree. REFRESH SETS function iteratively
processes all nodes in TEMP set {4-20}. The iterative pro-
cedure starts by arbitrarily selecting a node n in TEMP set
{5}. Then it processes all the neighboring nodes nn of n,
maximum 8 nodes in this implementation, and check whether
n is the parent of nn {6-18}. If that condition is satisfied and
nn belongs to OPEN or CLOSED sets, it will be removed from
the corresponding set {8-12} and added to TEMP set {13}.
If nn is in CLOSED set but not a child node of n, then it is
removed from CLOSED set and added to OPEN set {14-16}.
At the end of this iterative procedure, it is guaranteed that the
obsolete branch started from the obstructed node no longer
exists in the search tree. The updated OPEN set represents
new leaf nodes of the search tree.
The heuristic energy-costs (h-costs) of the nodes in OPEN
set are outdated since the robot has moved to a new location.
Therefore, h-costs of all nodes in the OPEN set need to be
updated according to the current robot location {21-23}. As
a consequence, f -costs need to be updated as well. Note that
g-costs remain same since they represent the energy-cost of
reaching ng from a given node, which is independent of nr.
Nevertheless, energy-costs of nodes in CLOSED set need not to
be updated because they do not contribute in the replanning
TABLE I: SIMULATION RESULTS.
Simulation ns (m) ng (m)
Total energy-cost (J) # of nodes visited during initial planning # of nodes visited during replanning
Dynamic Z*
Dynamic Z*
Dynamic Z*
Dynamic Z*
Dynamic Z*
Dynamic Z*
with RR with RR with RR
I (64,13) (40,92) 447.5753 447.5753 1249 1249 2625 44
II (30,14) (71,88) 258.7391 258.7391 6172 6172 1688 219
III (92,44) (5,45) 6097.5644 6097.5644 2262 2262 2649 77
IV (90,14) (27,69) 5343.3769 5343.3769 7156 7156 1185 142
process. The hierarchical structure of nodes in CLOSED set
remains same as they are locally consistent despite of the new
robot location.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In [10], it has been shown that Dynamic Z* can provide
physically feasible energy-efficient paths which associate with
same energy-cost as the paths obtained by repeatedly applying
Z*. Furthermore, Dynamic Z* has managed to visit a lower
number of nodes in replanning by using its previous search
results. In order to evaluate the modified Dynamic Z* with
rapid replanning (RR) against its predecessor in [10], we
conducted a set of computer simulations using a terrain model
which can be given by
z(x, y) = 4.726
[
sin
( y
3pi
)
− cos
( x
3pi
)
− 0.3 sin
(
3
√( x
3pi
)2
+
( y
3pi
)2)]2
.
The base of the terrain is a square shaped grid map with an
area of 100×100 m2 and 100 grids each side. The mass, veloc-
ity, and maximum motion power of the simulated model of the
robot utilized in this work are m = 25 kg, v = 0.5 ms−1, and
Pmax = 100 W, respectively. Throughout all the simulations,
following parameters remained fixed: µ = 0.01, µs = 1.0, and
g = 9.81 ms−2.
In each simulation, ns and ng are carefully selected such that
they represent different elevations on the terrain surface for a
fair evaluation. In all the simulations, obstacles are generated
uniformly at random such that obstacles cover 10% of the
total area of terrain base. Initially, both path planners under
test only have information about the terrain elevation, but
not the obstacle distribution. Therefore, the initial paths are
planned assuming that the environment is obstacle-free. As the
robot follows the generated paths, it can sense the surrounding
environment and detect obstacles if there is any. Simulation
results of the path planners under test are given in TABLE I
and paths generated are shown on the terrain maps in Fig. 1.
According the the results given in TABLE I, both path
planners under test have found equally energy-efficient paths
in all simulations. Therefore, we can confirm that the proposed
modifications to Dynamic Z* do not degrade the energy-
efficiency of its paths. During initial plannings, both algo-
rithms have visited same number of nodes. This is as expected
as initial planning steps are identical in both algorithms.
Interestingly, the proposed modifications to Dynamic Z* are
able to significantly reduce the number of node visits in
replanning. This has been possible because the proposed
modifications enable Dynamic Z* to make maximum use of
the previous search results by carefully removing only the
obsolete branches from the search tree. Therefore, the modified
Dynamic Z* has to expand a minimum number of nodes to
find an energy-efficient path between nr and a leaf node in
the updated search tree. Such a considerable reduction in the
number of nodes visited during replanning can definitely help
to reduce the computational time of path replanning. Hence,
the proposed modifications can ultimately help mobile robots
to navigate seamlessly on uneven terrains with incomplete
information.
V. CONCLUSION
Dynamic Z* is originally proposed as an extension to Z*
algorithm for fast replanning of energy-efficient paths on
uneven terrains if previously planned path are inaccessible
due to changes in the environment. Even though Dynamic
Z* partially uses its search history to speed up the replanning
process, due to its deficient node removal method, some useful
information are discarded without being used in replanning. In
this paper, we proposed a novel method to update the search
tree once obstacles are detected on the previously planned
paths. With the proposed improvements, Dynamic Z* is able
to considerably minimize the number of node visits during
replanning while producing the same energy-efficient paths
as its predecessor does. With its rapid replanning, Dynamic
Z* with the proposed improvements can be useful for mobile
robots operating in dynamic outdoor environments.
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